
Stephen Kings Kayak Auto bilge installation - Feb 2017 

SUMMARY 

$205 for all parts. Completely automatic - the same type as Ian Pope and no switches at all, though 

manually pressing a spot on the side of the pump can do a manual start of pump. There is a 3rd wire 

that can be wired to a manual switch, but I terminated that, and buried within the heatshrink. 

PARTS 

PUMP - Rule 66995 (auto starts by sensing a few cms of water, turns off when no water) 

BATTERY - sealed lead/acid  

HEATSHRINK double walled w/adhesive, to enclose pump wires to battery BOX 

BOX - waterproof 

FOAM BLOCK, closed cell approx 6cm high, glued to hull, under the length of the batt. box 

FOAM WEDGES, rectangular + small x 2 - to keep the battery securely in place, within box 

VELCRO, industrial - attaching batt. box to bulkhead, at rear of cockpit 

 velcro attached to BOX w/SIKAFLEX   

 velcro attached to wall of bulkhead with 2 part EPOXY (araldyte) 

DECK DRAIN PLUG (SPIGOT)  HOUSING / tapered rubber stopper 

     / short thin cord, to tether stopper to deck somewhere. 

HOSE, FLEXIBLE plastic - pump outlet to deck DRAIN (outlet) HOUSING 

SCREWS x 2 - short, SS, Self tapping 

CABLE TIE - to tether the pump wiring neatly down the side of pump,  to the hull 

CLIP x 1 - araldite to side of hull, to keep wiring flush with hull, leading to batt. box  

FUSE HOLDER + 3 amp fuse  

CABLE JOINERS x 2 - crimpable + SPADE CONNECTORS x 2 - crimpable, to batt. terminals 

CABLE extension approx 15 cm, to extend earth cable to neg. batt.  terminal 

SIKAFLEX 291 - marine sealant - 

1)  inside + outside of batt. box pump wiring entry hole 

2) around both ends of pump cable, at heatshrink ends 

3) under the deck DRAIN PLUG (SPIGOT)  HOUSING 



 

* The PUMP + BATTERY BOX - easily removed for placement in other prepared kayaks. 

Pump can be twisted out of its housing (pic. 08) + batt. box (pic. 09) can be pulled away where it is 

velcroed to bulkhead. 

 



 



 







 


